Bremer's Mysterious Stay at the Waldorf

By Edward Walsh and Bob Woodward

WASHINGTON (WP) — The FBI is investigating the fact that Arthur Herman Bremer, accused of trying to kill Alabama Gov. Wallace, spent the night of April 7 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York — the same night Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.) was scheduled to stay at the hotel.

Although it could be no more than a coincidence, the timing of Bremer's stay was another suggestion of his possible interest in Presidential candidates other than Wallace.

Yesterday in Baltimore, investigators revealed that items found in his car included some campaign literature on Sen. McGovern. Officials said they were checking out the possibility Bremer may have been stalking the South Dakotan.

Still another unexpected turn in the case was the disclosure by Maryland police that they had found in Bremer's car the kind of 14-shot semi-automatic pistol often used as a military weapon.

The local police discovered the 9 mm. weapon
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